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1. Executive Summary
Public transport operators who intend to introduce electric mobility into their public transport
fleets face great challenges in identifying the most suitable solutions to their local context
conditions and operational requirements. The ELIPTIC project has gathered experiences in
four different categories of technical concepts, within which different solutions were tested,
compared and evaluated:
1. Electricity from existing public transport grids to power electric bus charging
2. Extending trolleybus systems with trolley-hybrids
3. Energy recuperation and storage
4. Electricity from existing public transport grids to power multimodal charging hubs
This document compiles and presents the evaluation results and provides recommendations
for the take-up of ELIPTIC outcomes on a cluster level. Altogether, this document describes
the ELIPTIC take-up package consisting of:
• an online support tool for public transport operators and authorities giving support in
the introduction of e-buses in their fleets (“ELIPTIC E-Bus Decision Support Tool”),
• detailed information on project activities such as the transferability exercise and the
“twinning programme” for the transfer of ELIPTIC measures to partner cities,
• the ELIPTIC online learning platform containing thematic webinars and other related
resources, and
• a checklist featuring important steps to follow in the preparation of implementing
technical solutions for public transport electrification.
The purpose of these take-up guidelines is to foster the transfer of ELIPTIC experiences and
solutions to other European cities that are currently in the situation of introducing electric
buses and electric mobility solutions in their cities and see themselves overstrained with an
abundance of technological concepts available on the market. This document will support
public transport operators and authorities in the identification of factors which are key to the
technology’s success and must be addressed in another location. It also helps to identify
those factors which have created barriers so that they can either be overcome or the
decision can be made not to introduce the technological solution.
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2. Introduction to the take-up guidelines
Cities in Europe are increasingly concerned in reducing CO2 and air pollutant emissions from
the transportation sector and are focusing their incentives away from fossil fuels (with diesel
in the crosshair) and towards electric solutions free of (local) emissions. While the wider
take-up of electric mobility solutions seems within reach, however, key issues must be sorted
out to ensure its viability. Open questions are which energy infrastructure can be used or
needs to be build and also what power, energy storage solutions and economic incentives
are available, just to name a few.
A key objective of the project was to share the lessons learnt with other (European) cities in
order to avoid repeating mistakes and enable others to learn from ELIPTIC experiences of
testing and implementation. In the ELIPTIC project, take-up is understood as a process of
verifying the chances of a successful adaptation of an ELIPTIC electric mobility solution by
other transport operators. Within ELIPTIC various factors influencing potential
implementation were analysed to outline which are the possible drivers and barriers that
could endorse/prevent the take-up of the ELIPTIC measures across Europe and beyond.
The main difficulty for operators who have the intention to introduce electric mobility into their
public transport fleets is to identify the most suitable solution(s) to their local context
conditions and operational requirements. Public transport operators need to find the most
convenient solutions that neither change dramatically the daily operation of their buses nor
exceed the personal, investment and operational boundaries. The existing bus lines and the
planning of networks for bus operation and energy flows (of the power network and if
available trolley, metro and or tram power network) are the result of decades of experience
and are already highly optimised. The main goal of all operators is to deliver efficient,
comfortable and reliable service to all of their customers and to bring them from point A to B
in a timely manner.
Public transport operators face a situation with multiple ways and technologies, for example
of heating and cooling, diverse procurement and warranty approaches of the manufacturers
as well as charging systems. Charging for electric buses can either be realised with a plug-in
cable or a pantograph (located at the front / back of the bus or integrated in the pole
infrastructure) as well as with in-motion charging when connected to a catenary system.
Therefore, a lot of different technology approaches have been developed and the decision
for a certain solution always comes with the risk of vendor and technology lock-in.
The experiences gathered within the ELIPTIC project elucidate the common ground most
cities may encounter in their development of electromobility. ELIPTIC is focusing on the use
of the existing electric public infrastructure, for example from tram, metro or trolleybus
systems, and the potential of exploiting these electric systems to power growing electric
fleets. One of the central lessons of ELIPTIC is that existing electric infrastructure for public
transport can facilitate the next wave of electrification, public and private, in cities. While it is
likely that full electrification will require the integration of a variety of power networks, a
necessary first impulse can be provided from the installed capacity already in place.
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3. ELIPTIC Cluster results
The ELIPTIC project’s main objective was to show how costs and energy can be saved by
electrifying public transport and optimising the use of existing infrastructure and rolling stock.
New and innovative use concepts and business cases were developed within the following
three thematic pillars:

Figure 1: Overview of ELIPTIC thematic pillars
As the project progressed, a more detailed classification was developed for which the
individual use cases were categorised into four technology clusters, according to their
objectives, scope and technical set-up:
Electricity from existing public transport grids to power electric bus
charging
Extending trolleybus systems with trolley-hybrids

Energy recuperation and storage
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Electricity from existing public transport grids to power multimodal
charging hub

ELIPTIC has integrated electric buses with existing public transport infrastructure. Taking
different topographic and operational aspects into account, ELIPTIC identified optimal battery
and charging infrastructure designs. These were comprised of depot charging with large
batteries on board, charging at the end of lines (also called opportunity charging), charging
through already existing infrastructure by taking the power from the tram or metro networks
and in-motion charging with trolley-battery-hybrid buses. ELIPTIC’s use cases also aimed to
optimise energy management at sub-stations by incorporating recuperating braking energy
and energy storage systems. Finally, ELIPTIC also looked into the possibilities of how the
existing electric public transport infrastructure could be used as charging infrastructure for
other non e-bus electric vehicles (pedelecs, e-cars/ taxis, e-vans and e-utility trucks).
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Cluster

Use Case Cities

Electricity from existing public
transport grids to power electric bus
charging points

1

1.
1

Connection to DC grid

Oberhause
n

Leipzig

Warsaw

1.
2

Connection to AC grid

Barcelona

Brussels

London

2

Hybrid Trolleybuses

Szeged

Gdynia

Eberswalde

3

Energy recuperation and storage

Brussels

Gdynia

Bremen/
Lanciano

4

Electricity from existing public
transport grids to power multimodal
charging hubs

London

Barcelona

Leipzig

Szeged

Figure 2: Categorisation of use cases into the four technical clusters
For every technology cluster, specific criteria were defined according to the use case
similarities. Figure 2 provides an overview of the defined clusters, their description and
criteria. The classification of use cases into clusters also provided the underlying design for
the evaluation of the ELIPTIC project. The evaluation, in the form of a SWOT analysis and a
process evaluation, assessed use cases according to their respective technology clusters
and took into account technical and operational feasibility of use cases, as well as the
consistency and effectiveness of planning and implementation processes. In the following,
the results of the evaluation are summarised for each cluster, including technical,
organizational and financial issues.
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Figure 3: Description of the technology cluster

Cluster 1: Electricity from existing public transport grids to
power electric bus charging

Cluster 1 refers to the technology concept of charging electric buses with energy from
existing public transport grids like the metro, tram or trolleybus grid. The main objective of
this technology concept is to support the fast, efficient and potentially cheaper electrification
of the public bus service by providing an infrastructural basis.
Depending on the use case, the considered vehicles (e.g. full electric battery bus) as well as
the selected charging strategy (opportunity, depot or in-motion charging) differ. Further, the
connection type varies from a plug-in cable to opportunity charging solutions using a
pantograph.
Results from this cluster are largely homogeneous among use cases despite their
differences in size and private/public transport trends. This being said, some observations
can be made in this regard. Dealing with larger fleets and more complex system (as well as
more operators and concessionaries), large cities (London and Brussels) face increased
complexity to electrify large parts of their fleets. London is more cautious at the time being;
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due likely to the complexity and impact the concept may have as a public transport city, and
may wait for the development of a mature system before implementing. In terms of
resources, however, both Brussels and London, being mature cities, may consider larger
scale applications and developments.
Common strengths among the cluster 1 use cases include the reliability and robustness of
the local public transport grids. Planning, implementation and maintenance efforts are
comparable to those of connecting to the public grid, while the main technical and
operational roles are available within the operators’ staff. All the assessed use cases fulfill
their respective investment criteria and are aligned to their city’s electrification strategy
towards advancing electric mobility. Across all cluster 1 cities, use case implementation was
underpinned by good cooperation and partnership dynamics between transport companies,
municipalities and universities. Local support was a major driver; several municipalities had
publicly expressed their support for low-emission e-transport, issued air quality plans, noise
reduction plans, or goals for the integration of electric bus fleets. Project partners also valued
the strong local political commitment as a driver for the electrification of local public transport.
Common weaknesses within the cluster are mostly technical: the second priority given to the
charging of electric buses as compared to the main mode operation (metro, tram, etc.), as
well as the varying degrees of technological maturity or technical readiness. Due to the
innovative nature of the approach, the availability of technical standards of certain
components was commonly cited as lacking. Two main gaps are yet to be closed in order to
fully implement the concept, a technical one and an organizational one.
The technical gap involves the development of
a robust technical solution that can take
advantage of the public transport grid for the
particular case of charging electric buses. This
includes power management and monitoring to
manage the overall demand in the most
effective and efficient way. Energy storage
- Josep Ariño, Infrastructure
manager, Transports Municipals de
solutions and careful schedules of operation
Barcelona and charging can manage and optimize the
demand on the public transport grid and
supplement it with the public distribution grid when necessary.
“On-street charging points supplied
by the metro power grid offer energy
efficiency advantages compared to
those supplied by the public
distribution grid.”

The organizational gap concerns the present role of public transport operators. The
management of large electric fleets, both on fixed (metro, tram, trolleybus) lines, as well as
flexible bus routes will require a comprehensive control and management of charging points
distributed throughout the service area. Given the rigid and limited availability of connection
points to the public transport grid, connecting to the public distribution grid is thus inevitable
and potentially also beneficial. This calls for the role of the public transport operator to be
extended to that of an energy manager. An additional problem is posed by the lack of
sufficient staff qualifications for driving, handling and maintenance of e-buses. The
introduction of new e-bus technology requires a new skillset of staff, including electronics,
programming skills and expertise on e-bus components and safety issues.
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Besides the potential of further developing the concepts to close the above-mentioned gaps,
the common opportunities identified for this technology concept include the potential of
complementary systems, such as demand control, electric storage and real-time monitoring.
Potential synergies of this particular technology concept with other concepts within and
beyond ELIPTIC, although case-specific, are worth exploring and include braking energy
recuperation, vehicle-to-grid services and a reduced price for electricity from an increased
purchase volume. Local support from most stakeholders (authorities, academia, operators,
and the public), together with a favourable environmental legal framework and an alignment
with the future strategies for electrification set a favourable context for further discussion and
the technology concept’s next steps.
Across the ELIPTIC use cases, the technology concept assessed within cluster 1 presents a
solid foundation for the further development of the technology towards its implementation.
The recommendations for take-up of this technology concept are compiled below.

Recommendations for take-up
Invest:
• Integrate possible savings from lower energy prices into the cost estimations for the
concept implementation.
• Get an overview of funding programs and cheap loans for e-buses and take
advantage of the financing opportunities to ramp up the electrification of your bus
fleet.
Develop:
• Continue to develop and participate in the standardisation of vehicle hardware.
Establish an integral charging strategy that considers advantages of both depot and
opportunity charging solutions.
• Develop complementary technology solutions for power storage and management,
especially in combination with dual supply systems.
Improve:
• Prioritize the possible locations for implementation within an electrification roadmap
to expand the charging network and complement it with the public distribution grid.
Promote:
• Take advantage of the positive views from authorities and the public and
communicate the benefits of the electrification of public transport.
• Highlight the benefits of the concept to ensure the long-term support of local as well
as national authorities.
Regulate:
• Leverage a change in the current energy regulation for a higher autonomy of public
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transport operators in energy distribution, by using the public and political support, as
well as technical and operational benefits.

Cluster 2: Extending trolleybus systems with trolley-hybrids

Cluster 2 refers to the technology concept of equipping trolleybuses with an additional
traction battery, allowing an operation under catenary as well as without connection to the
catenary (autonomous). The main objective of this cluster was to extend inner-city and
regional electric bus lines, thus substituting current diesel bus lines without the necessity to
build additional overhead infrastructure.
As mentioned above, a hybrid trolleybus can operate in two different driving modes. The first
mode is the “catenary mode”, in which the hybrid-trolleybus is constantly connected to the
catenary. This mode equals the driving mode of a conventional trolleybus, where the entire
energy for traction, auxiliary systems and charging of the battery is provided by the catenary.
The second mode is the “autonomous mode”, in which the entire electric energy is provided
by the on-board energy storage, which equals the driving mode of a battery electric bus.
Although the technology is far superior in its environmental performance to its diesel
counterpart, the concept faces important challenges in its financial and technical
assessment.
Common strengths among all use cases under
cluster 2 include the intrinsic benefits of hybrid
trolleybuses as compared to diesel, i.e. their
comparable or superior availability, reliability
and energy efficiency, their lower or similar
maintenance requirements concerning rolling
stock. Additionally, the involved operators have
the expertise and the staff to operate and
maintain the system and the fleet. It goes
without saying that having a trolleybus catenary
infrastructure is in itself a major advantage, and
an intrinsic strength to be built upon.

“The ELIPTIC demonstrations prove
that the hybrid trolley extension with
end-station trolleybus charger is a
real and possible viable progress of
the electric public transportation in
Szeged.”
- Dr. Zoltan Ádám Németh, public
transport and railway safety director,
Szeged Transport Ltd.

The concept of hybrid trolleybuses, however, still exhibits important weaknesses. In their
function as replacements for diesel units, hybrid trolleybuses still need to overcome the
physical divide that exists between the plugged and the unplugged stretches of their routes.
It is generally considered that the technology concept is not ready for full commercial
application due to one or more of the following shortfalls: automatic and semiautomatic
wiring/de-wiring systems which are critical for the smooth and time-efficient operation of
routes are either underdeveloped or do not perform as required; batteries, which have been
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rapidly developing in the last years, still lack standardization, especially of their management
system, size and weight, and often underperform at extreme temperatures, making the
trolleybuses’ autonomous range too short for their actual application. Additionally, route and
schedule changes required for adapted routes in order to access the catenary system are
considered as undesirable and potentially detrimental to service. Finally, due to the fact that
replacing diesel buses cannot be achieved by extending existing trolleybus lines with batteryrefurbished existing units only, procurement of new hybrid trolleybuses is necessary. This,
however, does not fulfil all of the individual cases’ investment criteria.
As is the case in other clusters, hybrid trolleybuses may benefit from common opportunities,
like complementary technologies to optimize their operation, e.g. energy management
systems to handle additional demand on the grid, smart scheduling for trolleybuses to be
able to skip a charge or a connection point, and energy storage not only on board, but also
off-board to smoothen demand peaks and provide a capacity buffer for operation. All three
cases have an important potential application in terms of the diesel-powered lines they could
replace, and as a consequence, of the environmental impact that this substitution could
achieve. Precisely in terms of this potential environmental impact of the full substitution of
applicable diesel routes, hybrid trolleybuses are definitely a worthy alternative to consider, as
well as a strong affirmation and push towards the electrification of mobility.

Recommendations for take-up
Develop:
• Develop route alternatives and adequate location of complementary charging points to
keep a flexible coverage of service in extended trolleybus networks.
• Continue to develop automatic wiring in parallel to implementing an effective wiring
roof connection layout and charging strategy.
• Develop routes and line layouts that allow for in-motion charging under catenaries and
do not have any detrimental impact on the grid.
• Establish a charging strategy that complements in-motion charging (e.g. with depot or
opportunity alternatives) for a comprehensive charging strategy.
Invest:
• Upgrade the power supply system where appropriate to ensure the grid’s readiness
for full-fleet electrification.
Improve:
• Examine the benefit of more efficient battery technologies (chemistry) in future
iterations of the concept.
Promote:
• Use the environmental benefits of electromobility (vs. diesel technologies) as well as
public support to leverage support for the financing of fleet procurement and catenary
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line extensions where required.
• Highlight the concept’s benefits to ensure national and local support for further
financing of electrification.

Cluster 3: Energy recuperation and storage

Cluster 3 groups the different measures and technical systems that increase the use of
recuperated braking energy in rail vehicles (metro, tram) and buses (trolleybus). The main
objective of this cluster is to increase the energy efficiency of the public transport system by
more efficiently using the recuperated braking energy of its vehicles.
The main application environments within the
ELIPTIC project were the tram and the
trolleybus service. Several energy recuperation
technologies and measures are considered
within this cluster. The basic approach to
increase the share of used recuperated braking
energy is energy storage, which allows storing
excess energy for later use. Here, a distinction
- Tomasz Labuda, Vice President of
between on-board and stationary storage
the Board, PKT Gdynia.
solutions can be made. Another measure is the
use of reversible substations, which are able to
feed back excess energy to the supply grid. A third measure, investigated within ELIPTIC, is
the dual supply system, which allows an energy flow between grid sections which would
otherwise be separated, and thus allows the direct use of recuperated braking energy by
other vehicles in the shared grid section.
“The ELIPTIC project opened up
new possibilities for greater public
transport electrification in the city of
Gdynia based on the currentlyoperating trolleybus transport and
latest technological innovations
implemented as part of the project.”

Among the common strengths of cluster 3 use cases, the increase of the system’s efficiency,
the lack of adverse effects on tram or trolleybus networks, and their guaranteed operational
continuity provide a positive starting point. Added to this, the operation is supported by the
experienced staff already available within the organizations, and a similar or lower
maintenance effort as measured against comparable technologies (flywheel,
supercapacitors, batteries, etc.) The technologies are ready for full commercial application
and the concept fulfills the investment criteria, at least partially or in select locations. As part
of its improvement in efficiency, the technology concept indirectly leads to a reduction of
emissions from power sources.
Common weaknesses of both cases are found in the financial estimation of their
implementation, since the technology concepts do not provide a positive business case at all
or only in 20 to 30% of the routes. Missing technological standards and a lack of specialized
technical providers pose further problems for the implementation of the technology concepts.
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Partners in the respective use cases rated the tested technologies as immature for service
and recommended further research and testing of the energy recovery systems.
Possible common opportunities include the general support of relevant stakeholders (politics,
authorities, academia, etc.), fully secure and available funding and a favorable legal
framework. The technology concept is also aligned with the cities’ goals, as it supports the
further electrification of the public transport system.
The technology concept faces several common threats, among which the most significant
one is the possibility of being partly substituted by improved energy storage solutions
(batteries or supercapacitors.) installed either on-board or along the routes. In addition to
this, implementation is not feasible in all cases, as the concept’s efficacy depends on specific
operating conditions of load, topography, number of stops, etc. Availability of space in dense
central areas also limits the possibility of installing additional substations or equipment.
Finally, in the immediate environment of the use case cities, the potential for further adoption
of the technology is limited, due to the relative small market of tram and trolley systems that
could benefit from it.

Recommendations for take-up
Invest:
• Get an overview of funding opportunities and take advantage of the financing
possibilities to implement energy recuperation and storage technologies in the most
viable locations. Seek to expand when derived synergies provide for positive
business cases elsewhere.
Develop:
• Explore complementary concepts where energy recuperation via dual supply
systems and energy storage (onboard and stationary) can lead to mutual
optimisation.
Promote:
• Bring the potential of the concept to the attention of the public and authorities, as part
of an integral strategy for electric mobility efficiency.
• Promote the concept as an effective component in smart (efficient) energy systems
in order to attract investment and research potential.
Combine:
• Investigate the possibility of using complementary technology such as dual power
supply to extend the segment reach and improve effective coverage and cost
effectiveness.
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Cluster 4: Electricity from existing public transport grids to
power multimodal charging hubs

Cluster 4 refers to the technology concept
of enabling the multi-purpose use of
electric public transport grids (metro, tram
or trolleybus) to supply energy to other
types of electric vehicles, including e.g.
commercial vehicles, passenger cars,
taxis.

“Before a rail company provides its DC
network for the charging of e-buses or
other e-vehicles, it is essential to check
whether the charging energy can be
accrued reliably. Otherwise, there are
currently considerable risks of
insufficiently implementing provisions
of energy and electricity tax law. This
can lead to legal violations or the loss
of privileges in the energy sector with
considerable economic consequences.
The legislator should simplify the
implementation of electric mobility for
businesses through consistent
adjustments.”

The electric vehicles considered in this
cluster vary depending on the use case
and include electric cars, bikes and utility
vans. With regard to charging power, slow
and fast charging approaches are
investigated, relying on alternative current
(AC) and direct current (DC), respectively.
- Eberhard Nickel, Leipziger
Charging points may be installed at private
Verkehrsbetriebe (LVB) GmbH
facilities owned by the public transport
operator or in public spaces. Vehicle
ownership plays an important role when it comes to legal issues, as these can be privately
owned third party vehicles, fleet vehicles owned by the public transport operator or fleet
vehicles owned by other companies.
The use cases share several common strengths in that the public transport grid is
competitive with or superior to the public distribution grid, there are no expected or perceived
negative effects on the main mode (metro, tram, trolley) operation, and the complementary
power demand patterns expected from the operating and charging operations ensure a
higher asset utilization rate. The technology concept is generally commercially available
(except for Szeged’s unique development of a multimodal charger), although not in all cases
fully ready for this specific application. In some cases, a higher power output allows for more
charging points than would be available via the public grid. The technology concept mainly
fulfills the use cases’ particular investment criteria (in London and Barcelona), and
stakeholders at all levels are mainly supportive of the measure, as it pushes the adoption of
electric vehicles and leads to a potential reduction of emissions.
Common weaknesses of the technology concept include the second priority that charging
has as compared to the main operation mode, and the varying degrees of technical
readiness of the concept. In particular, issues raised as weaknesses are: the higher
complexity of the connection required to the public transport grid for vehicle chargers, and
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the stabilization of the grid’s characteristic voltage and current peaks, which could affect the
chargers. Additionally, the main required roles and expertise are not currently available in the
organizations (except for London, where the roles are staffed), the maintenance effort of the
proposed technology is considered higher, and the planning and implementation more
complex than that of connecting to the public grid. In the estimations of Szeged and Leipzig,
in contrast to the statement above, investment criteria are not met, and costs are expected to
be higher, especially for the development of the multimodal charger.
Additionally, the legal unclarity of the sale of electricity is a problematic issue for all cluster 4
use cases. In several countries, the legality of energy and fiscal issues concerning the use of
electric transport infrastructure are not clearly defined. In some use cases, the sale of
electricity was tolerated temporarily, despite being only partially legal. In other cases, new
laws on this issue were in the process of being formulated, however this is a lengthy and
ongoing procedure, which led to further uncertainties and delays in the implementation of use
cases. Other legal unclarities for use cases were caused by the lack of billing regulations for
pricing of energy and service, as well as for the measurement of energy input into electric
vehicles.
Common opportunities exist in the complementary technology that could refine each of the
concept’s use cases (storage media, demand control, electrical separation and real-time
monitoring or smart meters) and bridge some of its technical deficiencies. The concept also
counts on the moderate support from stakeholders, as it contributes to the acceptance of
electrification and promotes the sustainable image of the transit operators. Albeit the required
staff is not currently enrolled in the organizations, specialists are available on the labor
market. Finally, the concept is positively aligned with the cities’ electrification goals and the
diverse governmental programs promoting electric mobility.

Recommendations for take-up
Invest:
• Focus on complementary technology (energy storage and management) to mitigate
the impact of voltage spikes and peak operation times in the charging schedule.
Develop:
• A smart schedule system to take advantage of off-peak capacity. Further investigate
the potential locations for the implementation of the concept.
• Implement the concept in the most relevant locations. Set a growth and expansion
strategy for the increase in electromobility.
Improve:
• Investigate the possibility of higher-power (and faster) charging points where
feasible.
Promote:
• Highlight the advantages of the concept and its support for the electrification of
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mobility to leverage and support changes in regulation for a broader application
spectrum.
• Highlight the concept as an incentive to electrify the utility vehicle fleets of public
operators in the city.
• Promote the concept to the public, emphasizing its environmental, and marketing
impact.
Regulate:
• Pursue a change in regulation that allows a higher autonomy in power distribution.
Achieve interagency cooperation for the advancement of electromobility.

4. Take-up support by the ELIPTIC project
A key goal of the ELIPTIC partners
was to ensure the long-term take-up
of project results both on the local
use case level, e.g. in the form of
individual business cases and electric
mobility development schemes, but
also on the wider European level.
ELIPTIC made use of a systematic
take-up approach to ensure a wide
visibility and application of solutions
and tools developed with the project.

“Each innovative solution is worth considering,
because it is a challenge and helps create the
future. The ELIPTIC Project demonstrated that
we are able to diversify the sources of
electricity for our e-buses”
- Jan Kuźmiński, President of the Board,
Miejskie Zakłady Autobusowe (MZA Warsaw)

The ELIPTIC take-up package consisted of direct engagement elements such as the
twinning program which enabled 11 public transport operators and authorities to develop
their own implementation scenarios of ELIPTIC’s technological solutions in the form of
feasibility studies. Another direct engagement format was the ELIPTIC User Forum which
was held 5 times and which consisted of a selected group of public transport operators and
authorities. The User Forum members were able to share experiences and benefited from
face-to-face knowledge transfers in order to advance their own project-relevant electric
mobility initiatives.
The transferability exercise carried out within ELIPTIC helped to identify factors which are
key to the success of ELIPTIC’s technological approaches and solutions. A broad panel of
respondents evaluated how crucial performance criteria were to successfully transfer the
ELIPTIC use cases to their own city.
In addition to these direct engagement elements with twin cities and User Forum members,
ELIPTIC also developed take-up support materials that can help public transport operators
and authorities in the introduction of electric mobility measures in their cities. Among these
are the E-Bus Decision Support Tool as well as the ELIPTIC Learning Platform consisting of
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webinars and other resources that provide valuable guidance. A step-by-step checklist which
is based on the preparation and implementation experiences made by our ELIPTIC project
partners is provided in the following chapter giving valuable recommendations on where to
find good resources, what challenges were encountered and what to take into consideration
when providing electric mobility services as a public transport operator.

Twinning activities
The ELIPTIC “twinning fund” was set up as part of the take-up process defined by the
ELIPTIC project to facilitate wide adoption of the project results by other cities. Thus, it
supported the transfer of measures from ELIPTIC partner cities to “twin” cities throughout the
project. The twinning fund was a financing mechanism consisting of a systematic support
programme of site visits at ELIPTIC partner use cases, and additional individual support in
the take-up activities of twinning partners. The programme effectively supported the transfer
of measures from ELIPTIC partner cities to twin cities by enabling joint discussions at user
forums and workshops, site visits as well as feasibility studies to assess the local possibilities
for public transport electrification.
The ELIPTIC twinning fund offered two different take-up levels and activities, which ranged
from inspirational - such as workshops and study tours - to small-scale study activities. Takeup levels and activities therefore differed in terms of scale and funding. The ELIPTIC
twinning programme funded activities with the differentiation between “Take-up level 1”,
providing funding for study tours, site visits, and the organisation of focus groups or
workshops, and “Take-up level 2”, which additionally funded the conduction of a feasibility
study to assess the possibilities of implementing ELIPTIC use case solutions in the twin
cities. The feasibility studies completed by twin cities will be made available on the ELIPTIC
online learning platform (described below).
In addition to the activities as part of the two take-up levels, the twin cities were required to
actively participate in the bi‐annual ELIPTIC User Forum workshops, which were the main
knowledge and experience exchange platform for ELIPTIC partners and selected other
(around 25) public transport operators and/or authorities, e.g. to enlarge the assessment and
validation of the ELIPTIC concepts and use case results. At the user fora, twin cities provided
updates on the latest developments in their cities, in order for forum members to learn from
one another’s experience. In addition, the twins (as well as other forum participants) were
required to fill out regular online questionnaires on the advancement of their project‐relevant
electric mobility initiatives. As forum members, the twin cities also followed the evolution of
the ELIPTIC activities, contributed to the project development and validated the project
results. The highlights of the ELIPTIC twinning activities are displayed in the boxes below.
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Transferability Exercise
The core of the ELIPTIC Transferability
Exercise
was
the
Transferability
Questionnaire, in which a panel of respondents
had to score how crucial performance criteria
are to successfully transfer the ELIPTIC use
cases to their own city. Participants in the
Transferability Questionnaire were ELIPTIC
User Forum and Twin Cities but also other
interested cities from all over the world such as
Bergen, Budapest, Houston, Vitória, Rio de
Janeiro, Tabriz, Teheran, Katowice, Vicenza,
Bergamo, Lisbon, Thessaloniki, Manila,
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public transport can facilitate the
next wave of electrification, public
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provided practical knowledge
about how electric buses can be
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- Umberto Guida, Director of
Research & Innovation, UITP
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Houston, Copenhagen, Pilsen, Reykjavik, Cadiz, Hedmark County, Amsterdam,
Schaffhausen, Tenali, Chengdu, Manila, Muntinlupa, Sydney, New York, Izmir and Berlin. In
total 45 cities participated in the Transferability Exercise.
Figure 4: Transferability Evaluation Categories
Visions

Operations

Transfer to quality of
improve
the bus
local…
service

Economy

Energy

productivity
energy
of the bus
efficiency
service

Environment

People

environmental
conditions

customer
service/
attractiveness

As a result from the Transferability Exercise it can be concluded that all four clusters can be
successfully transferred with solutions from clusters I and II being the most favoured. When
compared to the situation prior to the ELIPTIC tests (No ELIPTIC scenario), the KPIs to
describe the ELIPTIC demonstrations measured either small improvements or no variations
in the performance they were associated to. This is an extremely positive result as no
performance variation implies that the ELIPTIC innovations worked well and did not generate
problems or delays during the demonstration activities, thus stressing their prospective,
smooth, full introduction in the regular service. Likewise, success can be claimed also for the
ELIPTIC feasibility studies, which evidenced the concepts’ full viability.
The concern about costs for fuel and the use of the recharging infrastructure is a prominent
issue whenever an innovation is introduced in the transit system. However, also categories
such as Energy, Environment and People have been regarded as equally important. The role
of electric mobility for public transport was assessed with low potential in terms of cost
mitigation and operational improvements. However, it was acknowledged as viable,
sustainable and community-friendly.
Typical problems such as the lack of political support, appropriate and constant funding as
well as consolidated standardization were seen as important ones. The so-called “technology
anxiety” was assessed as still too difficult to overcome. This comprised aspects such as lack
of comprehensive knowledge on functions obsolescence of the components, grid
performance to manage when introducing the innovative concepts (unsuitability of the energy
supply in light of the new operational requirements), poor flexibility (especially when wiring or
the limited driving range by batteries).
Regulatory issues such as the involvement of third parties were highlighted and practical
solutions requested. Among others, this comprised the operators’ impossibility to sell energy
to supply vehicles owned by third party customers as well as the lack of standardized
metering systems to sell it and location problems for the opportunity charging (due to urban
constraints).
Among the constraints, installing overhead wires for hybrid trolleybuses was one of the most
debated one due to very contrasting perceptions of this technological solution. Generally
speaking, hybrid trolleybuses are perceived as environmentally-friendly and reliable and
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equally appreciated by citizens as well as operators. At the same time “people do not like
wiring”, operators feel it as an element of limitation in the service flexibility (“wiring/de-wiring
is not possible everywhere”), and prejudices are in place (“need to cut trees to accommodate
catenaries”). One of the findings of the cost-benefit analysis in ELIPTIC was that the most
favourable condition to operate trolleybuses is to already have an existing trolley network
available.
In order to provide real help to decision-makers regarding the implementation of electric
mobility measures in local public transport fleets there is a need to provide more scientific
knowledge that can help steering policy decisions towards the most suitable solution.
Demonstration activities such as the work in ELIPTIC are much needed if the goal is to
assess the electrification potential in real conditions.

E-Bus Decision Support Tool
In order to enable comparison of ELIPTIC use cases to local circumstances and to initiate
the take‐up of ELIPTIC’s project results on a broader level, the web-based E-Bus Decision
Support Tool was developed. The tool allows interested public transport authorities and
operators to compare their own local parameters (e.g. city size, (electric) fleet, infrastructure
etc.) to the 150 use cases from ELIPTIC and other EU projects. This will help public transport
operators to find the best strategy options for their transition to a fully clean fleet, and to
determine which technology is appropriate in their respective situation based on their
operational profiles and specific city contexts.
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Figure 5: Screenshot of the E-Bus Decision Support Tool

Local parameters, such as line, bus and city specific parameters, are filled
into the search mask (above) and generate a list of bus lines ranked
according to similarity in the results page (below)

The basic function of the E-Bus Decision Support Tool is to compare the city’s specific input
parameters with the data of existing electrified bus lines exemplified by use cases within
ELIPTIC and other EU projects (such as the EU ZeEUS project on zero emission urban bus
systems). After a user has entered the local input parameters into the search mask, a
ranking list of comparable, already electrified bus lines is generated, placing the most similar
lines (with the highest “similarity index”) at the top of the list (see figure 3). The individual bus
lines can be selected to obtain more detailed information on the various electrification
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components, and to investigate other possible combinations. Thus, the tool provides
information on cases of similar, already electrified bus lines and indicates specific execution
possibilities for take-up of measures for local electrification of bus lines. For the ELIPTIC use
cases, additional information on results and lessons learned is provided. The E-Bus Decision
Support Tool will be publicly available on the ELIPTIC online learning platform beyond the
duration of the project.

ELIPTIC Learning Platform
The online ELIPTIC Learning Platform was developed to enlarge the take-up potential of the
projects’ use cases. The learning platform includes aggregated results from the ELIPTIC use
cases, all materials presented during the yearly webinars, a User Forum section as well as a
web-based toolbox for the use of the ELIPTIC E-Bus Decision Support Tool.
Three webinars are provided on the learning platform, each of which focuses on lessons
learned within one specific topic of the ELIPTIC project. The webinars were held on the
following topics:
• E-bus planning with simulation tools
• Optimised braking energy recovery in electric public transport systems
• Experiences from European cities in using electric public transport infrastructure for the
charging of other e-vehicles
The webinars consist of a short introduction into the project and the respective topic, followed
by presentations from project partners showing insights into the project activities, including
challenges and lessons learned. One webinar was held for each year of the ELIPTIC project.
The platform’s section for User Forum members included all presentations and
documentation of workshops. After project completion, the User Forum section on the
learning platform was opened to the public to make workshop material publicly available.
Likewise, the feasibility studies completed by “twin” cities as part of the twinning programme
(described above) will also be made available on the learning platform.
Throughout the project, the learning platform has been continuously updated and populated
with new materials as the project advanced. A strong promotion of the platform has been
ensured, especially whenever new webinars were carried out. The learning platform is open
to the public and will remain accessible after the project lifetime.
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Figure 6: Screenshot showing the Introduction to the ELIPTIC Learning Platform

5. ELIPTIC Checklist
In the following you can find a step-by-step checklist which is based on the experiences
made by our ELIPTIC project partners. The checklist’s purpose is to support public transport
operators and authorities in the preparation and implementation of non-rail bound electric
vehicles and making use of the own grid to power these.

Step 1: Identification of existing resources and getting a better
understanding of your own grid
The main difficulty for operators who have the intention to introduce electric mobility services
into their public transport fleets is to identify the most suitable solution(s) to their local context
conditions and operational requirements. Public transport operators need to find the most
convenient solutions that neither change dramatically the daily operation of their buses nor
exceed the personal, investment and operational boundaries. The existing bus lines and the
planning of networks for bus operation and energy flows are the result of decades of
experience and are already highly optimised. Public transport operators do not need to
reinvent the wheel anymore when introducing electric buses into their fleet and think about
the multi-purpose use of their own grids but can build upon the many experiences made and
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lessons learnt by other European cities. Most importantly, it it necessary to get a good
understanding of the own grid and untapped potentials

Finding the right resources saves time and money!
There are many good resources available, not only from the ELIPTIC project
but also from other European research projects like ZeEUS and EBSF_2,
which can help to avoid making the same mistakes other cities have already
experienced. The European Alternative Fuels Observatory provides a useful
knowledge centre as well as infrastructure and vehicle statistics related to
alternatively-fuelled vehicles. Also, in 2017 the Clean Bus Initiative was
launched by the European Commission which functions as a deployment
platform to bring together public authorities, manufacturers, financial
organisations, and public transport operators. The aim of this platform is to
better coordinate relevant actors, provide recommendations on relevant
policies and inform about investment opportunities. All of these initiatives and
information can be helpful resources.

Identify untapped resources and potentials of your
own tram, metro or trolleybus grid!
In order to gauge the potential of integrating charging infrastructure for e-buses
into existing power networks, it is necessary to perform a point-by-point analysis
to get a better understanding of energy capacities and underused potentials.
Based on this, it can be seen whether charging points can be easily connected
and integrated or upgrades/ new installations to the grid are necessary.

Step 2: Holistic consideration of costs and extensive simulation
Financing of electric buses is one of the highest challenges for public transport operators
who see themselves confronted with approximately twice as much upfront procurement and
investment costs when compared to Diesel buses. Furthermore, costs incur for purchasing
charging infrastructure and for further training of the staff. These higher upfront costs result
from high battery costs and the necessary charging infrastructure, depot equipment, new
operations (schedules and strategies) and new ways to procure (lifecycle, maintenance).
Operating e-buses requires a good analysis of the operational needs. A technology only
performs well when it is put in its best operational conditions. Therefore, the choice of the
technology solution depends heavily on the local situation and can influence greatly the total
cost of ownership.
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Take all costs int Take all costs into consideration!
o consideration!
Introducing e-buses Introducing e-buses in your fleets does not only mean
replacing the engine of a bus but rather to replace a whole system that is
comprised of bus, battery, charging infrastructure, relevant depot equipment and
existing practices. In addition, competencies and staff training are crucial cost
factors that should not be underestimated. All these factors need to be taken into
consideration when planning to electrify e-bus systems and calculating the
associated costs.

Make use of simulation tools to find the best
vehicle, battery and charging technology
configuration!
!
Simulation tools help public authorities in the planning of e-bus systems and
electrification of their fleets for real operation. The ELIPTIC research partners
Vrije Universiteit Brussel, RWTH Aachen and Fraunhofer IVI have developed
tools that can help finding the optimal technical configuration, design and
charging strategy for the use of e-buses on a given line. The ELIPTIC E-Bus
Decision Support Tool has been developed as a resource that allows operators
to learn from projects in which bus lines with similar parameters, e.g. based on
line length, line type and topography, have been realised in order to get a first
understanding of necessary driving range and battery capacities.

Step 3: Careful testing, identification of regulations and strategic
planning of partnerships
The lack of city-wide charging infrastructure and the limited driving range of electric vehicles
are barriers for the wider deployment of electromobility solutions. Being often much more
cost-effective than building a standalone charging infrastructure or using the public electricity
grid, ELIPTIC’s use cases have shown how the existing electric public transport
infrastructure (trolleybus, metro and tram sub-stations and catenaries) can be used as
charging infrastructure for other electric vehicles such as e-buses, e-cars/ taxis, e-vans, ebikes and e-utility trucks. The multi-purpose use of infrastructure poses an especially
interesting business case for public transport operators as the grids are usually
overdimensioned and energy surpluses exist. For the safe operation of this multi-purpose
infrastructure, it is necessary to look at infrastructure aspects and vehicle types as well as
local context conditions, such as energy capacities of the grid, the institutional set-up in cities
and regulatory frameworks. Within the ELIPTIC project partners have made valuable
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experiences and encountered several obstacles that currently pose a barrier to public
transport operators which are interested in using their grid to charge other, non-railbound
electric vehicles.
Special attention needs to be given to the trouble-free operation of the chargers for non-rail
bound electric vehicles. These must not cause any perturbations and thereby become
dangerous for the operation of the public transport network, which, certainly, still has the
highest priority for public transport operators. When introducing measures that allow for the
charging of other electric vehicles from the public transport grid, it is recommended to
perform power quality measurements at the charging points that are connected to the grid. In
doing so, it can be ensured that there are no harmful effects on the grid.
Becoming an energy manager through the installation of multi-purpose charging stations
implies a greater planning and technical challenge for public transport operators as when
compared to using conventional connections to the public distribution grid where the
installation burden is carried by the electricity operator. A cooperation with other authorities
and operators is therefore a necessity because of complementary strenths and resources as
well as joint operations.
If public transport operators are interested in using their grid for the charging of other, nonrailbound electric vehicles they have to analyse what role they can play and in what
organisational constellation they would like to appear. Possible roles for the public transport
operator are charging infrastructure manager, operator and/ or distributor.

Extensive testing will increase acceptance among
electrical engineers!
!

In order to increase the acceptance for multi-purpose charging measures within
one’s own staff, a comprehensive programme of testing should be designed and
carried out in collaboration with the electrical engineers. Prior to commencing
the connection of vehicles to the chargers a programme of baseline
measurements should be conducted to determine the state of the power system.
Following on from this a testing programme of different demand recharging
schedules should be implemented building from a single vehicle trickle charging
to a higher number of vehicles drawing full power simultaneously.
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The internal use of multi-purpose charging is much
easier than selling energy to 3rd parties!
Due to current regulatory barriers, it is currently very difficult in most European
countries for public transport operators to resell energy to 3rd parties. Therefore,
it is recommended to start with the charging of one’s own fleet such as service
cars and vans as this does not involve any complicated metering and billing
processes. Also due to the clear prisonisation of metro and tram operation, the
charging of other electric vehicles will always be second priority. Thus, charging
one’s own fleet allows for the easier scheduling of charging times (e.g. at night)
and power management and has therefore proven to be a much more viable
business case.

Identify your role and the necessary partners you
need to work with when becoming involved in the
energy market!
!
It highly depends on national, regional and local regulations to what extent and
in what form public authorities can play a role in the energy market. This role
and the necessary partnerships are also highly dependent on the question
what kind of service the public authority wants to offer (e.g. parking, charging
time) and to whom (public fleets, private customers). Possible roles are, for
instance, charging infrastructure manager, operator and/ or distributor.

Step 4: Consideration of future developments and interoperability
requirements
Standardisation and interoperability aspects as well as the closer cooperation between
energy and bus sectors require operators to build up new capacities and knowledge. Against
this background, the issues that arise include, among others, how to e.g.: identify suitable
technology solutions for the specific local operational context, tackle technical barriers such
as available capacity, grid connection, voltage stability, availability of charging technology
manufacturers, lack of interoperable charging systems and standardised metering systems
etc.
The experience from the ELIPTIC use cases as well as from the other available data shows
that the charging infrastructure is technically not mature when used in daily operation.
Because of the recurring problem of inoperability for charging electric buses, Diesel buses
were often kept in ELIPTIC use cases as back-up solutions, thereby increasing the
operator’s TCO. To reduce investment costs and the risks related to interoperability of
charging infrastructure, operators should ask in tenders for common charging systems and/or
for specific compatibility with their existing infrastructure. This risk will be reduced when
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standardisation processes are more advanced.
The interoperability of different charging systems must be significantly improved. There is still
a lack of standardization, both in terms of the connections and the charging protocols used.
Thus, it is crucial that a greater number of suppliers offer more varied charging products and
services and that common and interoperable solutions, e.g. for data communication, are
available on the market.

Interoperability and standards are key!
The ELIPTIC use case cities made the experience that there is a lack of common
solutions for charging technologies and missing communication protocols on the
market which can lead to vendor and technology lock-ins or expensive retrofitting
measures. The ELIPTIC partners recommend to demand interoperable solutions
with open standards and the exact specification of technical details when
procuring charging systems.

When it comes to heating and cooling, operable ebuses with some emissions are better than nonoperational zero-emission e-buses!
As using the battery energy for electric heating significantly reduces the driving
range (up to 50% in harsh winter conditions), it is recommended to continue
using Diesel heaters (which can also be powerd by biofuels) as an interim
solution for the transition period when electrifying bus fleets. However, more
sustainable technologies such as heating pumps are currently being developed
and will become more available as zero-emission buses are politically
demanded. These developments should be taken into consideration in future
procurement and electrification strategies.
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6. Conclusions
Public transport operators who intend to introduce electric mobility into their public transport
fleets face challenges in identifying the most suitable solutions to their local context
conditions and operational requirements. The ELIPTIC project has worked across four
categories of technical concepts for the electrification of public transport within which
different solutions were tested, compared and evaluated in individual use cases.
All in all, both positive and negative points could be identified across all clusters. In most
cases, even though necessary staff resources are already available within the public
transport operators and companies, relevant staff training was seen as probably the most
important aspect, besides the securing of funding and market readiness of technologies for
electromobility solutions. The willingness and attitude of the companies and operators
towards the electric mobility projects was also largely positive and funding possibilities are
available.
All public transport operators that have been involved in ELIPTIC have ambitious plans to
continue on their way towards full electrification of their fleets. In Warsaw there will already
be more than 30 electric buses in operation in 2018. In the years 2019-2020 MZA (Warsaw)
plans to purchase a further 130 articulated electric buses, thus making it one of the biggest
electric bus fleets in Europe. Accommodating this number of electric buses and the
complementary charging infrastructure requires sound planning. ELIPTIC has contributed
substantially to this sound preparation and planning of electric bus systems by looking
comprehensively at aspects such as grid stability and quality during charging, battery ageing
during fast charging, safety aspects and interoperability of charging systems and electric
buses. Also the other ELIPTIC cities will continue with their plans to electrify further lines
such as Barcelona (TMB will electrify four new lines), Oberhausen (STOAG will operate four
new electric buses starting in winter 2018) and Bremen (operation of 55 electric buses by
BSAG by 2025).
Also work around the concept of trolley-hybrid buses has proven to be very successful. BBG
(Eberswalde) will install batteries in its entire trolleybus fleet in 2018-2019 in order to allow
for in-motion charging. PKT (Gdynia) is currently in the process of purchasing a fleet of 30
new trolley battery hybrids including 18 articulated models. PKT will also exchange the old
batteries in 21 trolleybuses currently in operation allowing them to be upgraded. Thus,
Gdynia will be equipped with a fleet of state-of-the-art battery trolleys hybrids able to cover a
substantial amount of lines with operation off-wiring capabilities, thereby having a big impact
on the wider electrification of public transport in Gdynia. In Szeged, five battery-equipped
trolley-hybrids will be procured in order to allow for combined in-motion charging and
charging at the end-station.
As regards the topic of multi-purpose charging further investigations and tests will be carried
out in all ELIPTIC cities. Transport for London (TfL) are in discussions to consider a large
scale trial of using the London Underground electricity grid to recharge fully electric buses. If
this project is successful it would open the possibility of wider use of the London
Underground power infrastructure to support electric bus charging across London. The work
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undertaken to use a metro substation for charging electric vehicles has demonstrated that
there are circumstances in which using the London Underground AC network is both safe
and economically viable. B:SM’s study on the use of railway sub-station infrastructure for
recharging electric vehicles in Barcelona concluded that the total number of charging points
needed to supply the expected vehicle demand will be 331 charging points by 2020. Given
the density of the railway system in the city, B:SM will take into consideration the ELIPTIC
study results for the implementation of its charging point network and establish points as
close to that network as possible to also use the railway energy grid as source of energy.
While a business case is emerging for the introduction of electric buses and the operation of
hybrid-trolleybuses, further improvements must be pursued in the context of standardization
to support the case for charging of non-rail-bound vehicles from existing public transport
power grids. For charging stations with direct connection to the DC grid, there are currently
still very few providers available, which makes procurement difficult. The quality of the
products must also improve in their technical maturity. A major obstacle to the use of the
existing infrastructure is the current legal framework. At this point, corresponding
simplifications and clarifications must be implemented for public transport operators not only
to provide public transportation services but also to become managers of their energy grids
and providing access to these to external parties.
One of the central lessons of ELIPTIC is that existing electric infrastructure for public
transport, the tram, metro or trolleybus systems, can facilitate the next wave of electrification,
public and private, in cities. While it is likely that full electrification will require the integration
of a variety of power networks, a necessary first impulse can be provided from the installed
capacity already in place. ELIPTIC has made a valuable contribution in this overall context by
initiating these developments which, certainly, have not yet reached the end but need to be
pursued further.
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7. Resources
ELIPTIC Website
• The ELIPTIC website was the project’s main communication tool and comprises a
description of the project, the three thematic pillars as well as the use cases and links
to all partner organizations. A download section with all relevant project documents is
provided as well as relevant media articles.

Final Use Case Reports and Use Case Leaflets
• All ELIPTIC Use Case reports (comprehensive description and evaluation of use
cases) and Use Case Leaflets (concise summaries with highlights of use cases) are
available in the results section of the ELIPTIC website.

ELIPTIC Policy recommendations
• The ELIPTIC policy recommendations is the main brochure of the project and
summarises the challenges and obstacles encountered during the project regarding the
use of existing infrastructure for the charging of non-rail bound electric vehicles such as
e-buses or e-cars. The document provides relevant lessons learnt as well as policy
recommendations to overcome these challenges.

ELIPTIC Learning Platform
• The ELIPTIC Learning Platform includes aggregated results from the ELIPTIC use
cases, all materials presented during the yearly webinars, a User Forum section as well
as a web-based toolbox for the use of simulation tools. Also, the E-Bus Decision
Support Tool can be accessed here.
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